In two experiments, college students w ho supplied the last words.of sentences they read learned more than subjects who simply read whole sentences: This facilitation was observed even pith a list of sentences which were almost always completed with the wrong words. However, proactive interference attributable to acqvisition errors appeared on recall and recognition tests administered after a one-week interval. (Author) 0 , * Documents scguired by ERIC include many.informal unpublished
In two experiments, subjects who ompleted the last words of sen7 tences they read learned more than sub ects iho simply read whole sdntences.
This facilitation was observe even with a list of Sentences which were almost always completed wit the wrong words. However, pro:- 
Sentence Learning and Remembering
On a wide range of verbal tasks--including word lists (Hyde & Jenkins, 1949) , sentences defining unfamiliar words (Anderson & Kulhavy, 1972) , and prose passages (Schallert, 1976 )--performance is strongly facilitated by diverse procedures that would appear to have in common only that sub-, jects are caused to give meaningful representations to the words. This has c9rme to be known as the depth-of-processing effect (Craik & Lockhart, 1972) .
One study from the genre will be detailed since it involved the , same paradigm as the present research. Anderson, Goldberg, and Hidde (1971) prepared sentence such that in each the last word was semantically J determined by the rest o the sentence, for instance, Elevators stop at every floor. Subjects who filled blanks in place of the last words of sentences they read aloud learned significantly more than subjects who read aloud whole sentences. The explanation for this result is that ,completing a sentence forces a person to meaningfully process the otiler words whereas a person can "read"--that is, decode into speech--a whole sentence without .comprehendiiig it.
The investigators said (p. 396), "Consider the incomplete statement, Elevators stop at every .
To complete the sentence with the word floor requires a person to bring to mind, in however fleeting a _form, a meaningful representation of the rest Of the sentence. Simply translating the printed words into speech will not suffice, because the mere sound of the other wotds dannot evoke\floor. Floor is semantically -, rather tlien acoustically related to.the rest of the sentence." ,
The idea of d4rth-of processing now enjoys wide currency in educhtion.
One technique to make more likely "deep" processijig ot text material is to ) ask the 4tudent thought-provoking questions (Anderson & Biddle, 1975) '.
Sentence Lea ng and Remembering 3
Research has shown that readers who receive questions that require applying a principle to new examples perform better on a subsequent test than readers asked otherwise identical questions which require applying the principle to the examples used as illustrations in the text (Watts & Anderson, 1971) . Similarly, people asked paraphrased questions remember more than people given questions that repeat sentences verbatim (Andre Sola, 1976) ." Questions that involve application to new eximples, paraphrase, or inferences that go beyond the text can be argupd to require deeper processing: But unfoPtunately,these sorts of questions are more difficult than verbatim questions. There is a lower probability that students will answer them correctly.
The issue the present research addressed is whether engaging in a 'task that increases the likelihood of meaningful processing will be facil-/ itative when the task also gives rise to frequent err s. Pairs of sentences containing the same subject noun and last word were constructed.
When given a Determined sentence Stem, subjects\consistently supplied the same last word to complete the sentence. Tor exaniple, all subjects re--sponded desk tp complete this stem: The executive sat behind his large oak .
When presented the companion Undetermined stem; The executive went to shop for a new , many different words were supplied including tie, car, suit, briefcase, and pen.) No one produced desk.
Subjects first supplied a word to complete a sentence and then were shown the sentence with the word t e.experimenter had Chosen to complete AP \ the q6rect word, and then to learn the experimenter versiOn of the ence.
They were tolgto r 4 the sentence alou , trying to guess 5 / sentence. Control subjects simply read the sentences. The sentence completion task, was expected to improve the learning of Determined sentences, as it had in the previous studies, sinde meaningful processing is assured. However, when the sentences were Undetermined, the sentence completion task was expected to disrupt learning. Subjects will almost.
11, never complete these sentences with the word intended by the experimenter..
The wrong answers should interfere with learning the correct vefsions.
Experiment I a.
Method .
Subjects. Ninety-six undergraduate,students enrolled n an introduct6ry educational psychology course participated in this study to fulfill part of the course requjirements. The subjects were randomly assigned to experimental conditions at the time of testing, with the restriction 'that all cells of the design included the same number of subjects before another subject was added to any cell.
DesiEEL. The two main factors,in the experiment were experimental task and list type. Experimental task was definecypy two levels:
In the Reading-Only condition subjects saw the completed sentence and read it aloud, and in the Sentence Completion condition they sal., the sentence with a blank in place of the last word and supplied a word to complete the sentence. List type had three levels--Determined, Undetermined, and
Mixed.
The,Determined lists were made of sentences that were constri)ted so all subjects would report the same last word to complete the sentence, , whiie sentences on the Undet'ermined list prompted a variety of final words.
The Mixed lists included both t);pes Of sentorIces. sample filled any blank with the same rd, and that no more than SO% used the word the experimenter had chosen as correct. The average proporiion with which the correct word was supplied was .09 for the ;et of 48 Undetermined sentences used in the experiment.
Below are two more examples of sentence airs. The Determined sentence is li$ted first.
The dove is a symbol ,of peace.
The physician noted the time on his Wril"...06Ith.
The physician asked the patient if he had a watch. as he chose, however, he could not retulm to anyslitem once he had passed .
it.
For the Backward test, the set,of indEx cards presented the last Nord of the sentence and the,subject ,was to report thesubjeCt noun of the sentere. This test was also self-paced.
Subjects in the Reading Only group saw each sent nce for six seconds yso the study .time for the two.treatment groups,would e equal. 'During this interval, ubjects read the se enCe aloud once. After six seconds, .
signaled by a beep from a tape recorder, the experimenter turned to the next index card. After completing the study and test tAals for the fiht list, the subject has some information about-the effectiveness of his processing activities and may modify these próCedureS before studyipg the second list.
Because of the,interiction of task and liSt position, performance the first list is examined in detail. Recall in performance, it_seems teit performance does measure differences ion amoutt learned rather than transfer between the two'tasks.
Experiment,1 confirMt the previous finding that the sentence completion task facilitates learning, presumably because the sk makes meaningfur processing more likely. The unanticipated--indeed, e ould say. , that the correspondence hetween the two tasks is less.than perfect.
How could the failure to find negative.transfer be explained within the framework of interference theory? -Aplausible answer is that it was easy for a subject to differentiate between his word and the correct word..
He produces his word and, in contrast to the correct word, it never appears in rint. Good response differentiation could explain why there was no negative transfer.
The words the subject produces himself are still a potential source of interference, however, which might manifest itself under some condi-* dons. One such condition is delayed retention. Since both the Determibed and the Undetermined sentence groupa-;iiiielearn the experimenter's sentence, the task for the foliar group is A-C, A-C, recall A-C and the task for the Latter group is A-B, A-C, recall A-C. This arrangement corresponds tip the classic proactive inhibition paradign. Recall performance in the Undetermined condition should suffer from interference from A-B.
Proactive ini&rference effects increase with the length of the interval between learning A-C and recalling A-C. 14i can be argued that these From the 48 Undetermined sentences used in Experiment 1, 30 were selected to minimize similarities Among subject noun-last word pairs.
(For example, one sentence used Ahe word child as the subject, and another used children as the subject, so one of these was eliminated.)
For the Undetermined sentences selected, the average proportion pf norming group subjects who supplied lhe experimenter's word to caigete the sentence was .05. The set of,eDetermined sentences consisted of the same / subject noun-last word Oars, but used a,different context so the last )4 word was consistentlyfiredictable from the sentencegem.
For the immediate and the delayed recall tests,-the subiect noun from each sentence was presented on a sepaiate index card and subjects 0 were instructed to report the last word of the corresponaftg sentence.
Since the Determined and the Undetermined sentences were'constructed etfrom the saMe set of subject noun-last word pairs, the tett items,were identical:for all.groups andthe response scored as correct for each subject noun was the same'for all groups. The order of test items was random, with the restriition on the immediate test that the ffrst half of the test included only items*from tlib first half of the study list. * For the delayed recognition test, the subject noun of a sentence After four seconait, the completed sentence was presented for another four seconds, and the subject read the entire sentence aloud.
In the Reading Only groups, the entire sentence appeared in the window of the memory drum for eig t seconds and each subject read.it aloud during this interval.
After the sentences had been presented, the subject completed the immediate reall test. When finished, subjects were asked to return at the same time'a week later for anbtheic experiment. Some subjects asked if the experiment would cover the same matdrial.
They were told the procedui.es would be similar but not identical. The night before the < .01,-but no .effect for sentence type a½çi no signiffkant inter-. I action.
The mean proportions are presented in Tab d Thus, the resulta on the immediate recall test replicate the finai s of Experiment 1.
When subjeCts supply a word to complete'a sentence, learnidAs facil-. itated,,regardless of the match befireen the subject',, word and.the experi-.
Inenter's word. The absence of an effect for sentence type suggests that both lists were equally learnable.
Insert Table 2 about here Subjects in the Undetermined Sentence Complelion group were expected to complete the sentences with words other than those chosen by the I experimenter. This did not occur for each item, however. Sometimes subjects did not report any word during the study trial. The mean proportion, T, of cases in which this happened was .15. Occasionally the subjrct gave the correct word (-15-= .09).
Competition would be possible only on those items where the subjects reported en incorrect word during the study trial. Subjects in the Determined Sentence Completion group were expected to fill the blank with the word chosen by the experimenter, but occassionally they'suggested a different word during the study trial (17 = .02).
For or Undetermined Sentence Comp/VA group, the condition* probabilit54of reporting g correct'response, R2, on the immediate test,
given that a wrong lsponse, W1 was reported during study wascomputed, P.(R21W1). Tbis was compared with thigkdonditional prObability of reporting a corredt answer on the'immediate test given that the correct word wall reported during the study trial, P (R2FR1), for the Determined Sentence Completion group. If supplying different words results in negative transfer to the task of'learning ihe eXperimenteris sentence, the Undetermined SontilmaCompletion group shoUld recall. fewerOf.thi,items 'that fit the interference paradigm than subjecte:in the Determined Sentence Completion Group. < .01, but no signifietnt effect for senUence type or the,interaction.
The task requirim subjects to comprehend the'sentence results in higher retention test scores than the Reading Only control group after a one week retention interval.
41:
The most sensitive test for proactive inhibition includes just those cases in which the specific conditions required for inteqerence are present. Within'the Undeterdined Sentence Completion group, the condi-, tional.probability of correct recall on thesdelayed t-.
3, given that 4Rt a wrong response was supplied dnring the study trial and thdk,coirect re-. sponse was given on the immediate recall test was computed for each subject. Of the overt efrors, 29% were words supplied during the study interval. On the delayed recall teet one week after learning, even the Undetermined Sentence Completion group recalled more than its Reading
Only control. It is tempting to conclude that the advantage to be gained from tasks requiring the subject to construct meaningful 2 1 re3 representations for verbal material outweighs any performance decre--* ments due to interference arising from errors during learning, but we shrink from,pushing thisiMplication'until,studies are completed using a wide v riety of materiliand'A number of different retention intervals.
fThe task used'in these studies re eMbles the instructional situa-
4
.tion in which a student is preiented Oth a ition and answers it , fincorreetlY. Results here suggest' hat if t student is then pro:-vided with feedback he will be ab to, learn fe answer, but both the student's wrong answer and the correct answer will compete on a retention test. One,way to avoid or minigize this interference would to prevent errors/gy carefully structuring the questio s within a -I precise instrudiional sequence. Another ipy to m imize interference effects would be to providefdrthei practie wi.i the question and the correct response any time the student answers a question incorrectly.
The pistar Reading Program includes such an error correction procedure.
When a child or group of children respond incorrectly to a question, the teacher is instructed to give the correckresvonse and tilen to repeat the question d have the students supply the answer. Siegel (1976) showed that achers who consistently used this sequence had classes who scored higher on unit achievement tests than teachers who did not consistently use this correction paradigm. In addition: when the less effective teachers were trained in the use of the correction sequence,.their classes subsequently scored higher on an achievement test than classes of matched, untrained teachers.
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